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S U M M A R Y
Data from the Ørsted and CHAMP satellites have allowed modelling of the geomagnetic
secular variation (SV ) with unprecedented accuracy. The spectrum of the SV is consistent with
generation by advectively dominated processes. Based on the SV model, it is not possible to
reject the frozen-flux hypothesis, but the spectrum of the SV implies that a conclusive test of
frozen-flux is not possible. We parametrize the effects of diffusion as an expected misfit in the
flow prediction due to departure from the frozen-flux hypothesis; at low spherical harmonic
degrees, this contribution dominates the expected departure of the SV predictions from flow
to the observed SV , while at high degrees the SV model uncertainty is dominant. We construct
fine-scale core surface flows to model the SV . Flow non-uniqueness is a serious problem
because the flows are sufficiently small scale to allow flow around non-uniqueness contours.
Nevertheless, we find evidence to support previously suggested polar vortices. For this model
of field and SV , predicted variations in length of day from modelled core angular momentum
vary over a large range, although there is evidence that this effect is reduced with longer
time-series of magnetic data and better parametrization of the external magnetic field.

Key words: core flow modelling, geomagnetic secular variation, length-of-day variation.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The geomagnetic field is a sensitive probe of the structure and dy-

namics of the Earth, particularly the deep Earth. It shows significant

variations down to decadal timescales and shorter, much shorter than

most processes involving the Earth’s interior geodynamics. These

changes, named magnetic secular variation (SV ), have been used to

study core–mantle interactions, and to constrain flow in the core and

the dynamo process responsible for generating the field. However,

the scope of such studies has been restricted by limitations in the data

used to determine models of the SV . Magnetic observatories provide

high-quality time-series of measurements, in some cases exceeding

100 yr, but their distribution over the Earth’s surface is too sparse

and uneven to enable full advantage to be taken of the quality of

data. Satellite measurements can provide global coverage, but low-

Earth orbit, three-component, vector data are necessary to obtain

accurate field models. Until recently, only the Magsat satellite had

provided such data, but it flew for less than a year (in 1979–1980).

While the data provided enabled the production of detailed global

models of the field at that epoch (e.g. Cain et al. 1989a), the mission

lifetime was too short to model accurately the changes in the field,

and, in particular, to separate these changes from short (yearly and

less) period variations resulting from magnetic fields external to the

Earth.

However, two recent satellite missions have improved this po-

sition enormously. Ørsted, launched in 1999 February (Neubert

et al. 2001), and CHAMP, launched in 2000 July (Reigber et al.
2002), are both polar, low-Earth orbiting satellites, and have pro-

vided broadly continuous globally distributed vector magnetic mea-

surements since their launch. These data have yielded very accurate

models of the magnetic field (e.g. Olsen et al. 2000; Olsen 2002;

Maus et al. 2002; Sabaka et al. 2004). Hulot et al. (2002) have con-

sidered what the difference in the field between 1980 and 2000 can

tell us about core processes. However, additionally, sufficient data

are now available to provide good models of the SV over the period

of the satellite missions.

In this paper, we examine one such model, the CO2003 model, de-

termined from satellite data covering the period 1999 March to 2003

July. The modelling methodology is described by Olsen (2002), with

more specific details of model construction, such as parametrization

of external fields, given by Holme & Olsen (2005). We begin by

summarizing key features of the process by which we model the

flow at the core–mantle boundary (CMB) from magnetic SV . We

examine the CO2003 model in detail, focusing on properties of its

spatial spectrum, and testing it against a measure of frozen-flux.

We develop a parametrization for treating the effects of diffusion

as an error on the use of observed SV to model core surface flow,

and with this parametrization generate detailed models of the flow

at the CMB. Finally, we use variation in flow over the period of the

satellite missions to compare predictions of variation in core angular

momentum (CAM) with observed length of day (LOD).

2 C O R E F L O W M O D E L L I N G

We summarize here some aspects of surface core flow modelling

from SV . Reviews of this procedure are given by Bloxham & Jackson
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(1991) and Whaler & Davis (1997). Secular variation from the core

arises from two processes, advection of the field by the flow, and

field diffusion. For the radial component of the field Br at the CMB,

we may write

Ḃr + ∇H · (uBr ) = η

r
∇2(r Br ), (1)

where u is the core surface flow, r the radial coordinate, η is magnetic

diffusivity, and the dot denotes a time derivative. The horizontal di-

vergence ∇ H · (uBr) describes advection of the field by the flow,

while η

r ∇2(r Br ) describes diffusion. Direct calculation of the dif-

fusion term in the region of the flow (the top of the free stream) is

not possible from observations. However, a simple scaling analysis

of each term, assuming length scale L and velocity scale U gives

the ratio of the advective term to the diffusive term as the magnetic

Reynolds number: Rm = UL/η. Typical scales in the core might be

U � 5 × 10−4 m s−1, L � 1000 km, η � 1 m2 s−1 giving

Rm ≈ 500, suggesting that advection dominates diffusion. (Many

weaknesses in this argument are discussed by Bloxham &

Jackson (1991).) If diffusion is neglected, then the so-called frozen-

flux theorem applies: the magnetic field is frozen into the fluid,

and so acts as a tracer for core flow. This assumption underlies most

studies of core surface flow, especially for models of time-dependent

flow (see Voorhies 1993, for steady flows determined including a

parametrization of diffusion).

Even ignoring diffusion, flow inversion is non-unique. This non-

uniqueness was first formally phrased by Backus (1968), but can be

understood more simply, in that a single equation

Ḃr + ∇H · (uBr ) = 0 (2)

(eq. 1 leaving out the diffusion terms) is used to determine two

components of flow (for example the northwards and westwards

component—the vertical component is assumed to be zero from

an impenetrable spherical CMB). To construct flow models con-

strained by SV , further assumptions are necessary as to the nature

of the flow. The most fundamental is that the flow is large scale: this

is commonly implemented through regularization (damping). To

make additional progress, flows have been calculated constrained

with additional assumptions concerning their dynamics. The sim-

plest such assumption has been to assume that the flow is steady in

time (Gubbins 1982; Voorhies & Backus 1985), recently extended

to consider the flow steady in a drifting frame (Holme & Whaler

2001). However, two other assumptions have more generally been

adopted: firstly, that the flow is toroidal (minimal upwelling at the

CMB, motivated by suggestions that the top of the core may be stably

stratified) (Whaler 1980), and secondly, that the flow is tangentially

geostrophic (only weak non-radial gravity or Lorentz force at the

CMB, giving a first-order horizontal force balance between pressure

gradients and Coriolis force) (Hills 1979; Le Mouël 1984). Note that

it is not possible to explain the secular variation through fluid flow

if both of these assumptions hold (Bloxham 1990). Perhaps surpris-

ingly, whichever assumption has been adopted (steady, toroidal or

tangentially geostrophic), the flows calculated have looked broadly

similar (Bloxham & Jackson 1991).

For both the toroidal and geostrophic approximations, the non-

uniqueness can be understood quite simply. Toroidal incompressible

flow implies ∇ H · u = 0, which substituted into eq. (2) yields

Ḃr + u · ∇H Br = 0. (3)

Allowing for continuity conditions, the flow is undetermined along

contours of Br, both around local maxima and minima in the

field, but also along the magnetic equator. Similarly, tangentially

geostrophic flow satisfies ∇ H · (ucos θ ) = 0, where θ is colatitude,

which substituted into eq. (2), yields

Ḃr + cos θu · ∇H (Br/ cos θ ) = 0. (4)

In this case, flow is undetermined along closed contours of Br/cos θ .

The geostrophic assumption is more powerful than the toroidal one,

because any geostrophic contour that crosses the equator does not

imply non-uniqueness (Backus & Le Mouël 1986). As a result, the

flow is formally non-unique only in patches of the core surface,

called ambiguous patches. This seems encouraging, but unfortu-

nately dynamo models suggest strong flows along just such contours

(Rau et al. 2000).

Given this non-uniqueness, not to mention the neglect of diffu-

sion, how can we assess further whether modelled surface core flows

are in any way related to the true flow? The one piece of corrobora-

tory evidence comes from comparison with observations of decadal

variation in LOD. For over half a century, it has been postulated that

such decadal variations arise from exchange of angular momentum

between the fluid core and the solid mantle (see, e.g. Vestine 1953).

Braginsky (1970) argued that flow in the core which supported such

variations would be uniform on cylinders, co-axial with the rotation

axis. Jault et al. (1988) made the crucial observation that if this

were the case, changes in models of core surface flow could reflect

changes deep within the core, and allow calculation of the overall

change in CAM. The most convincing demonstration of this is that

of Jackson et al. (1993), who found a good correlation between

observed variations in LOD and the predicted changes in CAM, at

least for the twentieth century. Note, however, that this constraint

only concerns changes in one part of the flow: the steady part of the

flow does not affect Earth rotation, and so is not corroborated by

this independent observation.

3 A PA R A M E T R I Z E D M O D E L

O F T H E S E C U L A R VA R I AT I O N

The magnetic field B originating from within the Earth measured

at the Earth’s surface can be represented as the gradient of a scalar

potential � satisfying Laplace’s equation, so that B = −∇� and

∇2� = 0. In spherical geometry, the solution to this eq. can most

conveniently be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics

� = a
∞∑

l=1

(
a

r

)l+1 l∑
m=0

Pm
l (cos θ )

(
gm

l cos mφ + hm
l sin mφ

)
. (5)

Here, (r, θ , φ) are spherical coordinates given by distance from the

centre of the Earth, colatitude and longitude, a is the radius of the

Earth (taken as 6371.2 km), and Pm
l are Schmidt semi-normalized

associated Legendre functions in cos θ , of degree l and order m.

{gm
l , hm

l } are the set of Gauss coefficients which parametrize

the field, determined in the CO2003 model with quadratic time

dependency

gm
l = gm

l

∣∣
t=t0

+ ġm
l

∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0) + 1

2
g̈m

l

∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0)2

hm
l = hm

l

∣∣
t=t0

+ ḣm
l |t=t0 (t − t0) + 1

2
ḧm

l

∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0)2
(6)

where t 0 = 2001.0, and the series of Gauss coefficients is truncated

at harmonic degree l = 40 for the constant terms, l = 16 for the

secular variation terms, and l = 8 for the secular acceleration terms.

Thus, at time t, the coefficients of the secular variation are given by

ġm
l = ġm

l

∣∣
t=t0

+ g̈m
l

∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0)

ḣm
l = ḣm

l

∣∣
t=t0

+ ḧm
l

∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0)
(7)
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We begin by examining the spectrum of the secular variation, a

methodology which has previously proved fruitful for studying the

geomagnetic field. Various authors (e.g. Mauersberger 1956; Lowes

1974) noticed independently that the mean-square value of the field,

integrated over a spherical surface, has a simple form

1

A

∮
B · Bd A =

∞∑
l=1

(l + 1)

(
a

r

)2l+4 l∑
m=0

((
gm

l

)2 + (
hm

l

)2
)

, (8)

where A is the area of the sphere at radius r. It is then instructive for a

given radius r to plot the individual contributions to this integral from

components of different degree l (effectively wavenumber) against

that degree, giving a “power spectrum” of the field. This form of

the spectrum is most commonly referred to as the Lowes spectrum,

and it has been used, amongst other things, to justify a separation

between source contributions from the Earth’s core and lithosphere

(Langel & Estes 1982), to provide a geomagnetic estimate of the

depth to the CMB (Voorhies et al. 2002; Voorhies 2004), and as a

tool for examining errors in magnetic models (Cain et al. 1989b;

Holme & Jackson 1997). Here, we consider a similar spectrum for

the mean-square secular variation, plotting

(l + 1)

(
a

r

)2l+4 l∑
m=0

((
ġm

l

)2 + (
ḣm

l

)2
)

, (9)

against l. In Fig. 1 this spectrum is plotted for three different field

models, calculated at the Earth’s surface r = a. ufm (Bloxham &

Jackson 1992) is representative of the resolution of the SV prior to

Ørsted and CHAMP, constrained by data from the Magsat satellite

and magnetic observatories. Two models are presented from Holme

& Olsen (2005), the first obtained only by a least-squares fit to data,

and the second (the CO2003 model) with additional weak regulariza-

tion to minimize the SV power at the CMB. At low harmonic degree,

all spectra fit closely an exponential behaviour (a straight line on this

linear-logarithmic plot). The ufm model deviates from power law

behaviour above harmonic degree l ≈ 7. This is the point at which

model regularization (damping) becomes dominant in the model: in

other words, the data were insufficient to constrain secular variation

above this degree. CO2003 maintains exponential behaviour to de-

gree 12. The behaviour of the undamped model at higher degree is

symptomatic of the effects of random errors in the data; the weak

damping of the CO2003 model constrains the spectrum to fall off

at degree 13 and above.

Of physically more interest is the SV spectrum at the CMB (r =
c), where we believe the magnetic field to originate, plotted in Fig. 2.

Again ufm (1980) falls off above degree 7, while the spectrum of

the new undamped model rises rapidly above degree 12, again con-
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Figure 1. Spectra of SV models at Earth’s surface.
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Figure 2. Spectra of SV models at CMB, r = c.

sistent with sources of error dominating the spectrum at these wave-

lengths. Plotting at r = c emphasizes additional interesting details,

for example “steps” in the spectra: each spectrum shows a sharp

increase from l = odd to l = even, and is flat or decreases from l =
even to l = odd. Most obviously, however, the spectra are ‘blue’—

their power increases with degree. A simple interpretation based on

‘white noise’ sources would suggest a SV source depth above the

CMB—the prediction from the CO2003 model is a depth of 0.66a
(in middle of lower mantle). There is no known source for SV at this

depth.

The spectrum (eq. 9) we have considered is convenient, but many

other more physically motivated spectra are possible, with different

functions of l as prefactors; see Voorhies (2004) for detailed dis-

cussion plus extensive references. To avoid a somewhat arbitrary

choice of spectrum, following McLeod (1985, 1996), we consider

the degree by degree ratio of the power in the SV to that in the main

field, plotting

R(l) =
∑l

m=0

((
ġm

l

)2 + (
ḣm

l

)2
)

∑l
m=0

((
gm

l

)2 + (
hm

l

)2
) , (10)

against l. This function is independent of both definition of spec-

trum (the dependence on l in the prefactor cancels in the ratio), and

of depth r. Degrees 1 and 2 are known to be anomalous in both the

main field power spectrum and the SV spectrum (Voorhies 2004),

while degree 13–14 are affected by errors in SV , and controlled

by regularization, and by lithospheric field contribution to the main

field. We fit the remaining degrees (l = 3–12) with two different

functions. First, we fit an exponential curve R = AeBl, which would

be consistent with fitting a different source depth for the main field

and SV ; the source depth ratio would be exp (B/2). Secondly, we fit

a power law R = AlB, which would be consistent with a different

spectral definition for the main field and SV . These fits are presented

in Fig. 3. The power law curve fits the model better than the expo-

nential curve, and the residuals show less of a trend with degree.

In addition, the dipole term (l = 1) is better predicted, and the fit

to degrees 13 and 14 is consistent with the applied regularization.

The exponent of this curve is B = 2.9. We conclude that there is no

reason to assume a different source depth for the SV and main field,

but instead their spectra take different forms.

Why should this be? A different spectral form for field and SV
has been proposed before: McLeod (1996) predicted a ratio ∼l4 (i.e.

B = 4) (see also Voorhies 2004). The ratio has also been discussed

in terms of the characteristic timescale of variation of the field at a
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Figure 3. Fit to ratio of spectral power in SV and main field. Exponent for

power law fit is B = 2.9.

given wavenumber (Hulot & Le Mouël 1994; De Santis et al. 2003).

(The results of De Santis et al. (2003) are equivalent to B = 3.2 in

our treatment.) Our fit yields a characteristic timescale in years of

τ ≈ 1000l−1.45, (11)

giving approximately 20 yr for l = 14. We appeal to a simpler

interpretation. The relation for generation of SV is given in eq. (1). If

horizontal and radial length scales are similar then scaling analysis

would suggest that for diffusion ∇2 ∼ l(l + 1) leading to R ∼
l4, while for advection ∇ H ∼ l, suggesting R ∼ l2 f (l) where f (l)
would be an unknown complicated function depending on field/flow

interactions, and in particular the evaluation of Gaunt and Elsasser

integrals (e.g. Whaler 1986). Despite this uncertainty, a power law

relation for R between l2 and l4 seems plausible. The uniformity

of the power law also suggests a related balance of advective and

diffusive processes at all degrees. Thus, if it is sensible to model

core surface flow from low-degree SV , there seems no reason to

preclude modelling flow from the new, higher resolution, SV .

We caution at this stage against detailed interpretation of the

exponent B = 2.9. We note that a preliminary version of CO2003,

from only slightly fewer data than the model used here, predicted

an exponent of B = 3.4. Thus, the value of this coefficient appears

uncertain. More detailed analysis should await detailed field models

from longer data series.

4 A T E S T O F T H E F RO Z E N - F L U X

A P P RO X I M AT I O N

Modelling of flow with conventional methods relies on the frozen-

flux approximation. From this assumption follow certain predictions

about the evolution of the field which may be tested for magnetic

models (see, for example, Jackson & Hide 1996). For example, the

hypothesis predicts that null-flux curves (lines of Br = 0 at the CMB)

can be neither created nor destroyed. As even very weak diffusion

would allow this condition to be violated, we instead apply a less

sensitive test. The total unsigned flux through the CMB is defined∫
CMB

|Br |d A. (12)

A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for frozen flux to apply

is that this quantity should not change with time (Bondi & Gold
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Figure 4. Change in specific integrated unsigned flux between epoch 2000.5

and 2001.5 as a function of model truncation. For example, at degree 7, Br

is calculated at both epochs with Gauss coefficients only up to and including

l = 7.

1950). It is thus appropriate to test this condition for CO2003 before

attempting to model core flow.

We test the CO2003 model against this hypothesis by calculating

the difference in this integral between epochs 2000.5, and 2001.5. In

Fig. 4, these results are plotted for the model truncated at increasing

degree. We choose to plot the results in terms of specific unsigned

flux (unsigned flux per unit area of the CMB—or equivalently the

mean value of |Br| at the CMB). The closest fit to frozen flux comes

at degrees 7–9, approximately the resolution of pre-Ørsted/CHAMP

models, and in agreement with earlier work of Voorhies & Benton

(1982). To quantify how close the model at degree 9 is to frozen

flux, we combine the CO2003 main field model with randomly gen-

erated SV coefficients zero mean with variance to match the ob-

served SV power spectrum. Of the random models, only 2 per cent

generate a smaller change in the specific unsigned flux integral than

the model calculated from observations. While this appears to sup-

port the idea that CO2003 obeys frozen flux, we recognize that we

have chosen the truncation degree which gives the most favourable

result.

However, at higher degree, the higher resolution of the CO2003

model appears to lead to a departure from frozen flux. How well

constrained is this result? Errors in both the field and SV models

may compromise the calculation at higher degree. The modelled in-

ternal field includes a contribution from the lithosphere, which will

be present at all degrees, but of particular significance relative to the

main field at degrees 13–14. This field will influence the calculation

of the unsigned flux through changing the location of the null-flux

curves. Further displacement of the curves would be expected from

higher degree field (l ≥ 15) that is unknown due to screening by

the lithosphere. Probably more importantly, the SV model cannot be

sufficiently well constrained. To examine this problem, keeping the

main field and secular acceleration coefficients fixed, we allow small

perturbations to the SV coefficients. We find a model with a differ-

ence in specific unsigned flux of less than 0.1nT, zero to within the

margin of accuracy of numerical integration. In Fig. 5 the SV spec-

trum of the perturbed model is compared with the CO2003 model.

The difference between the spectra is well below observational error

(Lowes & Olsen 2004), even without considering uncertainties in

the main field model.
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Figure 5. SV spectra for CO2003, a model with slight perturbation which

gives no change in the specific unsigned flux integral, and their difference.

The difference between the two models is well below observational error.

In conclusion, there is insufficient evidence to reject the hypothe-

sis that the CO2003 model satisfies frozen flux. Note that we do not

claim that CO2003 confirms the validity of the frozen-flux approx-

imation. A change of 0.01nT in a single degree 14 SV coefficient,

well within model uncertainties, changes the specific unsigned flux

integral calculation by 10nT, a sensitivity that will increase further

at higher harmonic degree. Due to the ‘blue’ CMB spectrum of the

SV , and crustal screening of the main field, a conclusive test of the

frozen-flux hypothesis is likely never to be possible. A corollary

of this is that it will be extremely difficult to use observations to

constrain magnetic diffusion at the top of the core.

5 A L L O W I N G F O R D I F F U S I O N I N

C O N S T RU C T I N G F L O W M O D E L S

Although we have shown that the CO2003 model is consistent with

at least one test of the frozen-flux hypothesis, nonetheless, we would

expect diffusion to contribute to the SV at the CMB, and hence to

affect the modelling of core surface flow. Further, simple scaling ar-

guments suggest this effect should increase at shorter length scales

(higher harmonic degree, giving lower magnetic Reynolds number

Rm). There are two options for treating diffusion in flow inversions.

First, diffusion could be parametrized, as Voorhies (1993) has done

for steady flow and steady diffusion, and for which Gubbins (1996)

has provided a formalism for considering time dependence. How-

ever, this seems unattractive in an already heavily overparametrized

problem. Here instead we attempt to estimate the approximate mag-

nitude of diffusion, and apply it as an uncertainty on the prediction

of SV from core flow.

A simple quantitative estimate of the effects of diffusion can

be obtained by considering free decay. Were the flow in the core

to be ‘switched off’, the magnetic field would gradually diffuse

away. If the initial field structure were known, the rate at which this

happens could be calculated by expanding the field in the core in

terms of its free decay modes (Gubbins & Roberts 1987). These

modes, spherical harmonics in (θ , φ) and spherical Bessel functions

in radius, provide a complete basis on which to expand the field.

The contribution to the SV from each such mode would be

Ḃr
mn
l ∼ Br

mn
l λn

l , (13)

where λn
l is the decay rate, proportional to the nth zero of the degree l

spherical Bessel function, and independent of m. The values of these
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Figure 6. Comparison of SV from free decay modes, observed rms secular

variation, and a crude estimate of observational error, plotted at the Earth’s

surface. ‘First g0
1’ and ‘Second g0

1’ refer to the SV due to decay of the axial

dipole; the other degree 1 terms relate to the equatorial dipole.

zeros are tabulated by Olver (1960). The observed secular variation

at the Earth’s surface is then given by upward continuation of this

estimate:

Ḃr
m
l (a) = Ḃr

m
l (c)

(
c

a

)l+2

. (14)

In Fig. 6, the surface expression of three sets of free decay modes

are given, assuming core conductivity of 5 × 105 S m −1 with decay

rates based on the first (n = 1), second (n = 2), and lth (n = l)
radial mode, where l is the spherical harmonic degree. We take as

a characteristic field amplitude the rms contribution to the field at

degree l, except for the dipole field, where we treat the axial dipole

g0
1 and the equatorial dipole {g1

1, h1
1} separately, due to the anoma-

lously large size of the axial dipole. We compare these estimates

with CO2003 SV . Fig. 6 also shows pessimistic nominal uncer-

tainties for the secular variation coefficients at 0.05 nT yr−1. The

best estimates of the true errors allowing for serial error correlation

are more complex (Lowes & Olsen 2004), in particular depend-

ing on the harmonic order m, and vary between 0.02 nT yr−1 and

0.08 nT yr−1. However, this also does not allow for other sources

of secular variation (for example, disturbance due to filtering by a

conducting mantle (Benton & Whaler 1983), or oceanic motional

induction (Tyler et al. 2003)), or for uncertainty due to errors in the

main field model (Jackson 1995).

What tentative conclusions may be drawn from Fig. 6? First of all,

the observed SV exceeds observational error out to at least degree

11. This, combined with inference from Fig. 1, suggests that our

SV model has physical content out to at least this degree. Secondly,

because of upward continuation, the magnitudes of the diffusive

SV estimates at Earth’s surface fall rapidly with harmonic degree.

Thirdly, for each set of free decay modes plotted, the predicted dif-

fusive SV exceeds observational errors at low harmonic degree, but

not at higher degree. Thus, perhaps counter-intuitively, it is most

important to consider diffusion at low harmonic degree, especially

for the axial dipole, where the diffusive estimate is particularly high

due to the large magnitude of that component of the field. Fourthly,

the diffusive estimate approaches the SV only very slowly; on this

linear-log plot the curves run approximately parallel to each other.

This is particularly clear for the l = n set of modes, for which the

decay rates λl
l are broadly proportional to l2. However, as shown
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in Fig. 3, the SV also has a similar power law dependence relative

to the field of comparable power (l1.45). Hence, considering SV as

signal and diffusion as noise, the signal to noise ratio for advective

processes may be only weakly dependent on spherical harmonic

degree.

We therefore argue that if it makes sense to model flow from low-

degree SV , considering only the influence of diffusion, it makes no

less sense to extend this procedure to high degree. In fact, from

examining Fig. 6, we might suggest that it is most important to con-

sider diffusive effects on SV for the axial dipole field component by

approximate increase of the uncertainty for this component. There is

some evidence for this from previous flow modelling results; tangen-

tially geostrophic flows often under predict ġ0
1 . This can be seen in

results of Jackson (1997), and even more clearly with earlier flows

from the same author reported by Whaler & Davis (1997). Their

Fig. 3 shows that the flow explains well the variation in the axial

dipole SV , but its absolute magnitude is under fit by 5–10 nT yr−1,

explainable by an unmodelled diffusive component of the secular

variation.

What implication does allowing a higher misfit to ġ0
1 have com-

pared with previously published flow models? The answer seems

to be surprisingly little. Allowing for a higher misfit to the axial

dipole term changes the flow pattern very slightly (reducing north-

south flow very slightly, making the well-known southern gyre less

clear), but the overall pattern remains the same. This is consistent

with the flows of Jackson (1997): the axial dipole was already fit

anomalously poorly by the flow, so increasing its standard deviation

is simply recognizing what the flow models have been trying to tell

us.

For the flow modelling in this paper, we adopt a criterion for fit

to secular variation coefficients motivated by Fig. 6, calculating a

root sum of squares (rss) combination of 0.05 nT yr−1 observational

error estimate and the diffusive effects based on the l = n mode set

(supposing that the radial and lateral length scales might be linked).

One exception to this is for the dipole field, because the lowest-order

free-decay mode is the slowest possible long-term rate of decay of

the field. As the field will have a more complicated structure than

this mode, for the dipole field, we take the second free decay mode

as our estimate. Overall, diffusive errors are dominant to degree 7,

and observational errors at degree 8 and above.

6 M O D E L L I N G H I G H E R

R E S O L U T I O N F L O W S

Encouraged by the arguments of the previous sections, we use the

CO2003 SV model to attempt to generate detailed flow images.

Hulot et al. (2002) have previously attempted similar modelling.

However, they estimated the average SV over 20 yr by differenc-

ing main field models from 1980 and 2000. 20 yr is only slightly

less than the characteristic timescales we have obtained for high-

degree SV ; therefore, use of instantaneous estimates of SV will be

preferable. We seek a least-squares fit to the SV model, subject to

the weighting based on the free-decay modes described above. The

flows are expanded in vector spherical harmonics, truncated to har-

monic degree 14, as are the expansions for the main field and SV .

Technical details of the procedure are given by Whaler (1986). The

flows are constrained to be tangentially geostrophic or toroidal by

damping (e.g. Holme 1998), and regularized using the so-called

‘strong norm’ of Bloxham (1988). The damping for our new flows

was chosen so as to provide a good fit of the SV to harmonic degree

9, as is suggested by the consideration of the unsigned flux integral.
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Figure 7. Power spectra predicted by flow models compared with original
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Figure 8. Power spectra for flows. For a geostrophic flow truncated at de-

grees 13–14, the poloidal power at degree 14 is required to be 0.

Fig. 7 shows the power spectra of the input secular variation model

at the CMB, the fits given by our chosen geostrophic and toroidal

flows for epoch 2001.0, and the power spectra of their differences.

The absolute value of the misfit implied by our parametrization for

diffusional error is not strongly motivated: the l2 dependence of the

diffusional SV at the CMB arising from the free decay modes seems

plausible, but the scaling prefactor governing the overall strength

of diffusion is unknown. Instead of fitting closely to one standard

deviation, we try to fit the general properties of the SV .

Both flows show much more small scale structure than most pre-

viously published flows. A plot of the power spectra of the two flows

(in Fig. 8) shows that, while neither flow is truly ‘converged’ in the

sense that their power at high degree is minimal, nevertheless that

power decreases with degree above degree 7. Despite this decrease,

the flows are still able to generate the ‘blue’ spectrum of SV at

the CMB; as discussed earlier, advection will naturally produce at

least a spectral dependence ∼l, so reaching ∼l1.45 is not especially

difficult.
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As noted above, the main field at degree 14 is of uncertain ori-

gin, and a significant part may originate from lithospheric rather

than core sources. In Fig. 9 we examine the influence of the high-

degree main field by considering the predicted secular variation of

the geostrophic flow with main field model truncated to degrees

l = 11, 12, 13, 14. Clearly, the SV is less well fit, but the changes are

still small compared with the power of the SV . We therefore con-

clude that our flow models are not highly sensitive to high-degree

main field errors. (Note that this conclusion is in contrast with that

of Eymin & Hulot (2005), who identify unknown high-degree main

field as a primary source of error in flow modelling.)

We plot in Fig. 10 the geostrophic flow and the toroidal flow, to-

gether with their contours of non-uniqueness as defined from eqs (3)

and (4). Both flows show strong equatorial symmetry, and much

small-scale structure. Individually, these flows do not show strong

signs of non-uniqueness when compared with the non-uniqueness

contours. However, detailed features vary with the a priori infor-

mation: for example, an eastward flow under central Asia leading

to a vortex there in the geostrophic flow is absent in the toroidal

flow. Some features are common to both flows: for example, small

vortices below Siberia and the southern Indian ocean which also

do not overlie areas of non-uniqueness, and so may be robust. Note

also that these features are at approximately the same longitude, but

antisymmetric with respect to each other. It could be that the vor-

tices are the ends of a column of fluid convection, perhaps similar

to the thin rotating columns of fluid often referred to as Busse rolls

(e.g. Roberts 1987). There are slight indications of similar features

at about 20 and 90 W. We have generated flows that show this pat-

tern more clearly, but also flows that show no such feature, so we

choose to present the ambiguous case and suggest further study may

be rewarding.

How do our results compare with those of Hulot et al. (2002)?

These authors produced fine-scale flows by differencing Magsat and

Ørsted models of the field in 1980 and 2000 respectively. The large-

scale flow structure is not dissimilar, but the small-scale structure

differs considerably. This might arise from their different method

of estimating SV . However, significantly, their flows include many

small vortices in mid latitudes, which coincide with contours of the

geostrophic degeneracy. The minimum norm approach used here

tries to minimize a measure related to flow intensity, and so will

suppress the vortices unless their presence reduces the overall flow

strength. These or similar vortices may nevertheless be a feature of

the true flow: circulation around closed field contours is a feature of

some numerical dynamo models (Olson et al. 1999). Nevertheless,

much of the small-scale structure of the Hulot et al. (2002) model,

while not in conflict with the data, is not required by it. (More

recent models of Eymin & Hulot (2005) do not show these vortices

so strongly.)

Non-uniqueness now can be clearly seen in some flows, whereas

formally different flow types all looked similar. Why is this? Look-

ing at the contour plots of non-uniqueness (Figs 10c and d) it is clear,

particularly for the tangentially geostrophic case, that to construct

a flow along such contours requires detailed flow structure. Pre-

viously, flows were sought with such small-scale detail eliminated

by damping. As a result, formal non-uniqueness was comparatively

unimportant, and so flow structure, controlled by the SV and the

large-scale assumption, was similar whatever the additional a pri-
ori information. Constructing more detailed flows as here, this is

no longer the case. To summarize, new fine-scale flows show more

variation with a priori information, and more variation between dif-

ferent studies. Thus, detailed interpretation of flow structure should

proceed with extreme caution.

Our flows do show evidence of a larger structure reported by

Hulot et al. (2002): polar vortices at both the North and South Poles.

A polar vortex for the North Pole was first proposed by Olson &

Aurnou (1999) from local area flow modelling from the ufm field

model of Bloxham & Jackson (1992). Hulot et al. (2002) confirmed

this feature, and also suggested the presence of a vortex around

the South Pole in the same sense. To investigate this feature in our

flows, we plot in Fig. 11 the axial angular velocity for the tan-

gentially geostrophic and toroidal flows shown above. Both models

have vortices at both poles. The symmetry reported by Hulot et al.
(2002) is not seen in the geostrophic model, perhaps due to the use of

point estimates for secular variation rather than temporal averages,

giving noisier results. However, it is more probable that again the

difference results from different methodology in dealing with flow

non-uniqueness. There is also a non-unique patch encompassing

the North Pole in both the toroidal, and particularly the geostrophic,

non-uniqueness, as shown in Fig. 12: this means that the flow model

can be constructed with considerable ambiguity in the net circula-

tion about this point. The original observation of the vortices by

Olson & Aurnou (1999) focused on the movement with time of the

field contours, their flow was zonal, and so did not allow for an

arbitrary flow along these contours (or close to them).

Even with the polar vortices, one serious problem of interpreta-

tion remains, alluded to by Voorhies (1993), identified by Gubbins

& Kelly (1996), and revisited by Love (1999). If the flow is steady, or

slowly varying, as is often suggested, then the magnetic field evolves

to an equilibrium between advective and diffusive processes. Then

the primary balance in eq. (1) is between advection and diffusion,

rather than advection and SV . As a result, the SV is given by the

imbalance between two closely balanced processes, rather than only

the flow. Rau et al. (2000) examined the role of advection and diffu-

sion in a dynamo simulation, and found this balance to be present,

but nonetheless that the flow could be recovered from SV quite well

(although they suggested that the limited spatial resolution of geo-

magnetic models might pose more of a problem).

7 A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M

As mentioned in Section 2, agreement between estimated CAM and

observed LOD variation provides some support for flow modelling.
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Figure 11. Axial toroidal velocity component as a function of latitude, sug-

gesting polar vortices.

Figure 12. Non-uniqueness contours for geostrophic flows near the North

Pole.

It is therefore of great interest to examine the changes in the fine-

scale flows we have calculated over the period of the CO2003 model,

and compare the predicted CAM variation with observed LOD vari-

ations. The absolute angular momentum of the core cannot be cal-

culated from the flows, but an estimate of change in CAM is given

by a simple formula (Jackson et al. 1993), depending on changes

in only two zonally symmetric toroidal flow harmonics. In Fig. 13

we plot the angular momentum predicted from flow modelled at

yearly epochs from 1999.5 to 2003.5 for a set of flows of increasing

complexity, as demonstrated by the fit to nominal σ given in the

legend. We compare these predictions with the decadal LOD curve

of Holme & de Viron (2005), who provide a clean time-series for

decadal 	LOD by subtracting from the observations a model of

atmospheric angular momentum, and taking a one-year running av-
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Figure 13. Angular momentum calculation for single epoch flows, com-

pared with shifted observed length-of-day (LOD) variation and a straight

line fit to this. The offset between the various curves is arbitrary, and can be

shifted up and down.

erage to remove unmodelled annual, semi-annual and terannual sig-

nal from unmodelled atmospheric and oceanic angular momentum.

Between 1999.5 and 2003.5, the rate of decrease of LOD is almost

constant at 0.170 ms yr−1. Tidal forces cause a secular increase in

LOD, generally assumed to be about 0.014 ms yr−1 (Stephenson &

Morrison 1995). Thus, the rate of change in LOD over the period

which could arise from core–mantle angular momentum exchange

is a decrease in LOD of 0.184 ms yr−1.

As can be seen, the different flows give a wide range of pre-

dicted LOD variation, between −0.10 ms yr−1 and −0.76 ms yr−1.

A straight-line fit to each data set yields the rate of change of CAM,

and also motivates modelling SV with flows with constant accel-

eration (Voorhies 1995). Such flows are fully consistent with a ge-

omagnetic field that is quadratic in time (consider eqs 2 and 6).

Fig. 14 shows the rate of change of CAM prediction from single

epoch flows from Fig. 13, and a full range of constant acceleration

flows. The two methods are seen to be in good agreement. However,

there is no stability with respect to fitting the observations: either
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Figure 14. Rate of change of angular momentum for fits to single epoch

flows, and constant acceleration flows, compared with geodetic prediction.

Symbols represent gradient of best-fit line from corresponding set of solu-

tions in Fig. 13.
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flows of low- or high-strength match the observed 	LOD, but in-

termediate flows produce a change that is four times too great. This

is unexpected: calculations for the period 1900–1990 managed to

reproduce the approximate structure of the change in LOD for a

wide variety of flow complexities and a priori information (Holme

& Whaler 1998).

What could be going wrong? The diffusional error parametriza-

tion from Fig. 6 is not the cause: minimizing solely the misfit to SV
at the Earth’s surface produces an even wider range of estimates for

CAM rate of change. The solution to this problem may be revealed by

the analysis of another time-dependent field model, developed while

this paper was under review (Olsen et al. 2006). This new model

has a more sophisticated treatment of external field sources, in par-

ticular allowing for direct determination of the magnetospheric ring

current and how it varies with time, rather than parametrization

in terms of the Dst index calculated from magnetic observatory

measurements. The LOD prediction of that model shows uniform

values of about −0.4 ms yr−1 for flow speeds between 10 and

20 km yr−1. The magnitude of these values is still to high, but

show encouraging similarity over a range of flow magnitudes. As

such, rejection of finer-scale flows as presented here due to argu-

ments based on angular momentum calculation may be premature.

It could be that in the CO2003 model, inadequately modelled ex-

ternal field led to large uncertainties in magnetic secular accelera-

tion, and hence to the rate of change of angular momentum cal-

culation. However, the greater impact of non-uniqueness on the

fine-scale flows could also be significant. Consider flow around a

mid-latitude closed contour of geostrophic degeneracy. The calcu-

lation of angular momentum assumes no variation in motion in the

direction of the rotation axis: therefore, such a vortex is considered

as a cylindrical rotation throughout the core. Such a motion has

angular momentum in the direction of the rotation axis, and so con-

tributes to the estimated CAM. Thus, uncertainty in flow around con-

tours of the geostrophic degeneracy will directly influence the CAM

prediction.

8 C O N C L U S I O N

We have analysed the CO2003 model of magnetic secular variation

calculated from data from magnetic satellites. The power spectrum

of this model is ‘blue’ at the CMB: power increases with harmonic

degree. While diffusion is likely to contribute to core SV , neverthe-

less the shape of the spectrum suggests that advection is likely to be

an important process in generating SV to high harmonic degrees,

and indeed, a simple physical argument suggests that diffusion may

be relatively more important in flow modelling at low harmonic de-

gree. As a result, it will be difficult to constrain diffusion in the core

based upon the new models of secular variation.

Calculating flows with fine-scale features from this SV model is

fraught with difficulties. In particular, the formal non-uniqueness

plays a larger role than with large-scale flows, because now the flow

has significant power at degrees which can produce flow along non-

uniqueness contours. Nevertheless, we tentatively confirm previous

claims of flow features, which might result from vortex motion in

the inner core tangent cylinder. For the CO2003 model, the addi-

tional fine-scale flow detail seems to destabilize estimates of CAM,

which is worrying; without a good comparison between CAM and

observed 	LOD, we have no independent control on whether the

calculated flows are meaningful. However, more recent models cal-

culated during revision of this paper suggest that with longer satellite

data series, and in particular a better modelling of the time-varying

external field, fine-scale flows may also show coherent values for

CAM estimates.

It seems clear that we require better methodology in dealing with

both diffusion, and flow non-uniqueness. Such insights are most

likely to come from the study of the output of numerical dynamo

codes (e.g. Rau et al. 2000), which allow us to compare modelled

flow with the true flow which generates their SV . This has been begun

by Olson et al. (2002) to examine the influence of diffusion, and by

Amit & Olson (2004) to explore for additional a priori information

in terms of the vorticity of the flow, particularly useful in attempts to

resolve vortical flow along contours of the geostrophic degeneracy.

Extracting physical information from high-resolution SV is likely

to be a long-term undertaking.
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